Protein dynamics viewed by hydrogen
exchange
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Abstract: To examine the relationship between protein structural dynamics and measurable
hydrogen exchange (HX) data, the detailed exchange behavior of most of the backbone amide
hydrogens of Staphylococcal nuclease was compared with that of their neighbors, with their
structural environment, and with other information. Results show that H-bonded hydrogens are
protected from exchange, with HX rate effectively zero, even when they are directly adjacent to
solvent. The transition to exchange competence requires a dynamic structural excursion that
removes H-bond protection and allows exposure to solvent HX catalyst. The detailed data often
make clear the nature of the dynamic excursion required. These range from whole molecule
unfolding, through smaller cooperative unfolding reactions of secondary structural elements, and
down to local fluctuations that involve as little as a single peptide group or side chain or water
molecule. The particular motion that dominates the exchange of any hydrogen is the one that
allows the fastest HX rate. The motion and the rate it produces are determined by surrounding
structure and not by nearness to solvent or the strength of the protecting H-bond itself or its
acceptor type (main chain, side chain, structurally bound water). Many of these motions occur over
time scales that are appropriate for biochemical function.
Keywords: hydrogen exchange; HX; static and dynamic; protein folding; protein dynamics;
Staphylococcal nuclease
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vide detailed information about structural dynamics,
biophysical properties, and functional behavior of protein molecules. This capability is widely exploited in
current protein studies.1,2 It is often conceived that
the static and dynamic determinants of protein
hydrogen exchange (HX) rates and behavior are well
understood, but this is not true. The lack of detailed
understanding diminishes the interpretive power of
the many important studies that are now being done.
In searching for the structural factors that
determine HX slowing, prior workers have
attempted top down strategies. One hypothesizes
some broad general determinant and then tests an
HX database for correlation with that factor. To
explain unexpectedly slow exchange at the protein
surface, factors considered have included relative
solvent exposure3,4 and electrostatic field.5,6 For
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more buried hydrogens, factors considered have
included solvent penetration into the protein, degree
of burial, H-bonding, local packing density, and transient unfolding reactions.3,7–11 In previous work we
compared these models with an HX dataset that covers the entire HX range of the amide hydrogens of
the well-studied a/b protein, Staphylococcal nuclease
(SN).12 Predictive success was not impressive.
We take a bottom up approach and attempt to
discern HX mechanism at an amino acid level by
examining the HX behavior of individually resolved
residues, their neighbor relationships, and their
structural context. SN is sufficiently large and structurally varied that it provides a good sampling of
the various possible HX mechanisms. An extensive
HX dataset and related information makes it possible to pursue a systematic examination. The results
emphasize the role of H-bonding protection and illuminate several modes by which dynamic local and
larger protein motions can relieve structural protection. Size scales range from a crankshaft motion
about a pair of alpha carbons to the cooperative
unfolding of the entire protein, and time scales (frequency of occurrence) range from milliseconds to
days.

Figure 1. H-bonding inventory showing measured log
protection factor versus H-bond acceptor. Symbols indicate
amide hydrogens known to exchange by way of a large
unfolding reaction (green), or a small local fluctuation (red),
or whether this information is not available (black). Amides
that H-bond to solvent are separated by whether they
reside on well-structured or unstructured regions of
main chain. Open circles identify cases explained in the
main text. Data can be found in Table S1.

Results
In order to compare residue-resolved HX rates with
the details of SN structure (PDB: 1SNO) and with
their local and long range relationships, we obtained
an HX dataset for most of the amide hydrogens of
the SN double mutant, P117G/H124L.12 The mutant
protein has increased stability (10 kcal/mol vs. 6
kcal/mol for WT) so that the exchange of most
hydrogens is not dominated by transient global
unfolding. We used different NMR methods that can
access faster and slower HX rate windows, and varied ambient conditions to bring faster and slower
exchanging hydrogens onto the laboratory time
scale.
The detailed HX information is supplemented
by knowledge of the sensitivity of the exchange of
SN hydrogens to external conditions.13,14 Hydrogens
that are exposed to exchange by sizeable unfolding
reactions and by much smaller structural excursions, referred to as local fluctuations, can be distinguished by their relative sensitivity to added denaturant.15–17 Independently, the observation that
some amide hydrogens can enter the EX1 HX regime
at elevated pH where rate becomes pH independent
(see Discussion) distinguishes sizeable unfolding
reactions18 that refold slowly (>1 ms), since local
fluctuations can reclose much faster.19

H-bonding
Examination shows that nearly all of the amide
hydrogens in SN are involved in H-bonding. This
seems to be true of proteins in general because the
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incorporation of a non-H-bonded amide incurs a cost
of several kcals in stabilization free energy.20 Figure
1 presents an inventory of H-bond acceptors, most
often main chain or side chain groups of the protein.
Some amides form H-bonds to a crystallographically
defined water molecule, which can be internal or
can interact with bulk solvent. For some surface
amides classified as exposed, no H-bonding partner
or interacting water is seen in the crystal structure,
presumably due to translational freedom or to lattice
contacts.
Eight measured SN amides are in unstructured
segments near the protein termini that are not
defined in the X-ray structure but do produce sharp
NMR lines, indicating high mobility. They exchange
at close to their expected freely exposed rates21 with
HX protection factor 1 [log Pf  0), where Pf is
defined as the degree of slowing relative to the
expected freely exposed rate; Eq. (2)]. Interestingly,
however, surface-exposed amides on structured segments, although H-bonded to solvent water,
exchange more slowly with Pf between 1.5 and 38.
Amides protected by H-bonding to backbone carbonyls, side chains, or structurally incorporated water
molecules exchange far more slowly (Fig. 1). Each
type spans essentially the entire HX rate range,
almost eight orders of magnitude wide, indicating that
HX slowing is not determined by the H-bond type.
The secondary structural elements of SN
include a distorted five-stranded b-barrel, three
major a-helices, and connecting loops. Figures 2–5
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ination of the pattern of exchange of neighboring
residues indicates the dynamic structural distortion
that allows exchange.

Global unfolding in the b-barrel

Figure 2. Global unfolding on one face of the b-barrel.
Standard colors and stick diagrams identify main chain
atoms superimposed on secondary structural elements and
connecting loops diagrammed as background. H-bond
donors and acceptors are indicated. Log of protection
factors are in colors as in Figure 1, indicating HX by way of
unfolding (green), local fluctuations (red), or unknown
(black). The red sphere is a crystallographically defined
water molecule.

show regions of the SN structure, with H-bond
donors and acceptors and the log Pf measured for
each amide hydrogen. In many of these cases, exam-

Figure 2 shows amides H-bonded on one face of the
five-stranded SN b-barrel. The surface of the bstructure is in direct contact with water. For example, the Met98 and Lys9 amides face into solvent
and exchange at near the free peptide rate (Pf ¼ 2
and 10). Other closely neighboring amides, also at
the aqueous surface, exchange more slowly by 10
million-fold. Thus, direct contact with solvent does
not ensure rapid exchange. These observations are
at odds with the widely held concept that HX rates
relate to static solvent exposure, and they limit the
time scale of any possible mechanism for direct
transfer from the static structure to immediately
proximal solvent to many days.13
These hydrogens exchange slowly because they
are protected by H-bonding. They are variably
H-bonded between b strands, within a helix, and
even with a side chain (Asn100), and their H-bond
acceptors are diverse, including main chain carbonyls, a side chain, and a crystallographically defined
water molecule. Nevertheless, they all exchange
within a narrow range, with log Pf ¼ 7.3 to 7.7. Evidently, they are exposed to solvent by the same large
distortion that exposes all of these hydrogens together. In agreement, their exchange exhibits a
sharp dependence on denaturant,14 suggesting a
large scale unfolding. The measured Pf values correspond to an unfolding free energy of 10 kcal/mol,
equal to the global protein stability [Eq. (3)]. At pH
8.5 and above,13 the very slow hydrogens deviate
towards pH independence (EX1 HX) consistent with

Figure 3. Heterogeneous exchange on the other face of the b-barrel. The identification scheme is as described for Figure 2.
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dues themselves. This follows from the fact that peptide groups are rigidly planar. Displacement of the
b4 amide NHs themselves would equally displace
their carbonyls and separate the H-bonds that protect several b5 residues, but the b5 residues are
seen to exchange much more slowly. Therefore, b4
must remain in place through these fluctuations.
The exchange of Val74 and Phe76 appears to involve
a small fraying motion that displaces their acceptors

Figure 4. Varied exchange mechanisms in the three
a-helices. The identification scheme is as described for
Figure 2.

a large unfolding - slow refolding HX mechanism, in
this case with a reclosing rate 102 s1, close to the
rate for the first folding phase in refolding from the
denatured state.22 These results consistently indicate that the HX exposure reaction is the reversible
global unfolding/refolding reaction under native
conditions.
These results have broad general significance.
They validate an implicit two-state assumption of
the Linderstrøm-Lang model (Scheme 1), namely
hydrogens alternate between states that are
exchange competent and protected states where the
effective HX rate is zero. For sites just discussed,
measured HX is slowed by almost eight orders of
magnitude even though the hydrogens are at the
aqueous protein surface. Their exchange requires a
structural distortion that separates protecting Hbonds and exposes the hydrogens to attack by solvent HX catalyst. These same conclusions appear to
be true for protected hydrogens in general.

Local dynamic exposure in the same
b-barrel structure
Amides H-bonded between b4 and b1 are protected
by very similar structure but they exchange with
varied faster rates (log Pf ¼ 3.9–5.8), suggesting
diverse smaller H-bond breaking structural fluctuations. Fluctuations that expose the amide NHs of
Val74 and Phe76 (on b4) clearly involve their Hbond acceptors (b1 and water) and not these resi-
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Figure 5. Loop regions and defined water molecules. The
identification scheme is as described for Figure 2. (A) The
a1/b4 loop, (B) the a2/a3 loop, a1/b3 loop, and C-terminal
region, and (C) the b4/b5 loop and near C-terminal region.
Asn138 (B) was reoriented in NMR (2KQ3). Thr82 was
involved in a crystal lattice contact (1SNO).
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near the N-terminus of b1. In agreement, Val74 has
zero dependence on denaturant, consistent with
exchange by a local fluctuation.
Similar local motions are presumably possible
for the much slower hydrogens, but the data require
that such local modes could only provide an even
slower exchange pathway than is accomplished by
global unfolding. What inhibits local fluctuations?
Note the very slow exchange of hydrogens protected
by the side chain of Asn100. The Asn100 side chain
provides strong protection because it is rigidly held
in place, packed between a sheet and a helix that
are well packed. Evidently, similar rigidity and resistance to local fluctuations extends to the b4 and
b5 strands.

Heterogeneous exchange in the b-barrel
Figure 3 shows the opposite face of the b-barrel,
starting farther along b1 as it wraps around the barrel. As before, H-bonded hydrogens are well protected even though most of this surface is in direct
contact with solvent, but here the HX pattern is varied. Some hydrogens exchange very slowly with
denaturant dependence and EX1 behavior indicative
of a concerted unfolding reaction (shown in green).
Other immediately neighboring residues undoubtedly experience the same large unfolding but they
exchange more rapidly, indicating exchange by more
probable small fluctuations in which the major
strands remain in place. In agreement, the denaturant dependence measured for some of these faster
residues is negligible (red).
Val23 (on b2) is particularly interesting in that
the detailed motion that permit sits exchange can be
inferred by the local context. Given the rigid planarity of the peptide bond and the significantly higher
Pf values of most of its neighboring residues, the
motion that exposes Val23 to exchange cannot
involve those residues (Lys24 on b2; Phe34, Leu36,
and Arg35 acceptors on b3). These observations
seem to require that the Val23 amide is exposed to
solvent by a crankshaft rotation of the Thr22/Val23
peptide group about its two neighboring a-carbons.
This state unfavorably inserts the Thr22 carbonyl
into the hydrophobic center of the b-barrel which
contributes to the fact that it is only populated 105
of the time.
Why are local fluctuations similar to Val23 not
seen throughout the b-barrel? The only remarkable
characteristic of the Thr22/Val23 peptide group is
that the carbonyl accepts two H-bonds. An identical
situation is seen for the Lys24/Leu25 peptide group,
but Leu25 exchanges much more slowly and
requires a large unfolding reaction. Apparently the
difference is side chain-dependent. Between Lys24
and solvent there is a pocket of large hydrophobic
side chains with the charged end of the Lys24 side
chain acting as a polar cap. In contrast, side chains
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do not obstruct water accessibility to Val23. These
observations again stress that exchange of protected
hydrogens requires both H-bond separation and solvent exposure.
Several amides at the sheet edge—Leu14 and
Ala17 on b1 and Thr33 on b3—are fully exposed to
external water. As noted before (Fig. 1), Pf values for
these unprotected hydrogens on structured segments
are modestly larger than for hydrogens on unstructured segments (Pf ¼ 10, 20, and 25). Gly20 on b1 is
bound to a water that is held by two side chains
which however seem freely mobile and provide very
little protection.

Helices
Figure 4 shows the three SN a-helices. Each exhibits
a different HX pattern, evidently modulated by surrounding structure. In a1, log Pf values for the Hbonded amides from residue 58 to 69 are as follows:
1.9, 3.1, nd, 4.4L, 5.7U, 6.7, 6.7U, 6.6U, 7.0U, 7.2,
2.4, 4.0L, 1.7. L and U indicate known dependence
on local fluctuations and unfolding, respectively. Hbonded amides through the middle of the helix, on
both the aqueous and inner surfaces, have similar Pf
and a large denaturant dependence, indicating a cooperative whole helix unfolding reaction. The more
N-terminal helical residues presumably participate
in the same cooperative whole helix unfolding but
their exchange is dominated by more facile opening
reactions which produce a fraying progression, with
low denaturant dependence apparently due to small
surface exposure in the fray. No fraying pattern is
seen for the a1 C-terminus which is stabilized by a
capping interaction [see Fig. 5(A)].
In helix a2, residues 102–109 exchange by way
of a large unfolding reaction, with high denaturant
dependence but with smaller stability (DGop from
EX2 HX) and faster unfolding rate (from EX1 HX)
than for the global unfolding. Unlike the other helices, no faster exchange due to local fluctuations is
seen, perhaps because a2 is packed between the
other helices. One expects that the a2 N-terminal
residues 99 and 100 will participate in the same cooperative subglobal unfolding as the rest of a2 but
they are even slower, remaining protected until
global unfolding exposes them along with b5 (see
Fig. 2).
In contrast, the a3 amides show disparate rates
and so do not exchange by a cooperative helix
unfolding. Log Pf for residues Glu122 to Leu137 are:
4.7, 0.2, 1.3, 6.1, 6.3L, 4.2, 4.8L, nd, 6.1, 4.8, 6.5, 6.2,
5.5, 5.0L, 5.0, 5.2. An oscillating HX rate pattern
rises and falls with a rough helical periodicity as the
residues go from buried (with a2) to solvent exposed
and back again. The variability in Pf values indicates that local fluctuations predominate. The
repeated return to a common high log Pf value (6.1–
6.5) is suggestive of a cooperative helix unfolding.
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However, Arg 126 (log Pf ¼ 6.3L) lacks denaturant
dependence, indicating a local fluctuation. Given the
observation of cooperative unfolding of helices a1
and a2, one might expect a3 to behave similarly. If
so, this mode is hidden by the fact that local fluctuations provide faster HX pathways than for any cooperative a3 unfolding which must occur less than
106.3 of the time.

Loops and water
Figure 5(A) depicts HX behavior in the short a1/b4
loop. Three neighboring amides, two within the loop
(Ala69 and Lys71) and one on an adjoining loop
(Asp95), with varied H-bonding (backbone, side
chain), have similar protection factors (log Pf ¼ 4.0,
3.8, 4.4) suggesting that they may be exposed together by a concerted loop unfolding. All three residues exhibit low denaturant dependence because the
loop is so small (as for b3 fraying in Fig. 3). The concerted unfolding of loops has been noted before23
and may reflect a common dynamic mode.
The intervening loop residue, Lys70, exchanges
much faster (log Pf ¼ 1.7), indicating a local motion
in which the 69/70 peptide group is separately
exposed, apparently by a crankshaft rotation about
the two neighboring alpha carbons. Other alternatives are ruled out by the slow exchange of Lys71
and Lys97 amides and their protecting groups.
Figure 5(B) shows residue interactions in the
a2/a3 loop, the a1/b3 loop, and the near C-terminal
region (residues 141–149 are unstructured). A
defined water molecule mediates the interaction
between a3 and the a2/a3 loop. It is held in place by
four H-bonds, donating to two main chain carbonyls
and accepting two others (from the indole ring NH
of Trp140 and the amide NH of Ala109; C-termini of
a3 and a2, respectively). This and other internal SN
waters are found in irregular loop structures where
they satisfy H-bonding requirements. In these cases
the local context indicates that none of the donor
hydrogens exchange by way of the water simply diffusing away. The Ala109 amide to water H-bond is
unusually long, 4.4 Å N to O, but no other available
acceptor is present. In spite of its long H-bond,
Ala109 is highly protected (log Pf ¼ 7.0), indicating
that H-bond strength is not a determinant. The
hydrogen ultimately exchanges as part of the cooperative a2 helix unfolding. The Trp140 indole ring NH
is less protected and may exchange through the
same local motion that exposes its similarly protected backbone (log Pf ¼ 4.7 and 4.8).
In the a1/b3 loop, residues Asp40 and Ala112 are
similarly protected (log Pf ¼ 4.8 and 4.4) and are surrounded by another set of residues (Val39, Lys110,
Val111) with similar protection (log Pf ¼ 6.0, 5.8, 5.9).
Nevertheless, the HX pattern points to separate residue motions with the similarities probably arising by
chance from unrelated, independent motions.
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Figure 5(C) shows the long b4/b5 loop and its
interaction with the near N-terminal region. A number of interactions are mediated by water molecules.
His8, proximal to the unstructured N-terminal segment, H-bonds to a defined water. The water is in
direct contact with bulk, and protection is low (Pf <
2). In contrast the immediately neighboring water
strongly protects Phe76 (log Pf ¼ 3.9) even though it
is only one water removed from bulk. The water
acceptor for Asp77 also offers strong protection (log
Pf ¼ 4.6). A crucial determinant seems to be the
number of water to protein contacts. Both of the latter waters donate two H-bonds to protein carbonyls,
thus their replacement by a hydroxide catalyst, either in place by H-transfer or when the water
leaves, would not fulfill the local H-bonding requirements without some structural reorganization.

Structural detail from HX
HX rates may help to resolve some structural ambiguities. Asn138 appears to be H-bonded to external
solvent in the crystal structure. However, the measured log Pf of 2.6 is large (Fig. 1), more consistent
with the conflicting NMR structure (2KQ3) where
Asn138 is reoriented and H-bonds to the Arg105 CO.
Again, in the SN X-ray structure, the Gln80 amide
appears to be protected by its own side chain but solution HX finds it to be the least protected of all side
chain-protected amides (Fig. 1). The X-ray structure
finds no H-bond acceptor for the neighboring Thr82,
but solution HX data shows that it is the most protected (Pf  1000) among exposed amides. Examination of the X-ray data reveals that both anomalies
could be reconciled by the suggestion that the Gln80
side chain actually protects Thr82 in solution and
not Gln80. The X-ray anomaly occurs because Thr82
interacts with the side chain of a neighboring protein in the crystal lattice. The NMR structure provides no helpful NOE information in this case.

Discussion
In formative work before the first protein structure
had been solved and before the dynamic nature of
protein molecules had been considered, LinderstrømLang proposed a general model for structurally hindered HX, commonly represented as in reaction
Scheme l.24–26 The model supposes that hydrogens
while protected cannot exchange at all. They must
be made exchange competent by unspecified structural transients, defined only kinetically by their
structural opening and reclosing rates, kop and kcl.

Scheme 1. Linderstrøm-Lang kinetic model for exchange
of protected hydrogens.
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In the exposed condition they exchange at some
chemical rate, kch.
This simple kinetic scheme specifies that when
structure is stable (kcl > kop) and reclosing is relatively fast (kcl > kch), opening and reclosing occur
many times before each successful exchange event.
HX rate then depends on the fraction of time the
open form exists and therefore the structural opening equilibrium constant (Kop), as in Eq. (1). In this
case, the protection factor can be obtained as in Eq.
(2) and the free energy of the responsible unfolding
reaction as in Eq. (3). With increasing pH and/or
decreasing stability, kch may exceed kcl. Exchange
then approaches a maximum plateau rate equal to
kop. These two limiting cases are referred to as EX2
(bimolecular) and EX1 (unimolecular) exchange.26
kex ¼ Kop =ð1 þ Kop Þ kch

(1)

Pf ¼ ðKop þ 1Þ=Kop ¼ kch =kex  1=ðfraction openÞ (2)
DGop ¼ RT ln Kop  RT ln kex =kch

(3)

Fifty years on, the study of naturally occurring
protein HX has matured into a powerful method for
learning about the biophysical and functional properties of protein molecules. In this development,
Scheme 1 has often served as an aid to interpretation but the static and dynamic factors that determine protein HX remain unclear. The present study
contributes some mechanistic information to this kinetic framework. We find information on the
exchange of structurally unprotected hydrogens, the
role of H-bonding in imposing slowed exchange, and
the different classes of dynamic motions that relieve
protection, namely segmental unfolding reactions
and more local fluctuations. These observations are
of interest for the interpretation of HX results in
terms of the biophysical properties of protein molecules and their role in protein function.

This knowledge makes it possible to compute Kop, Pf,
and DGop from measured kex [Eq. (1–3)].
In these calculations, it has always been assumed
that kch in Scheme 1 is equal to the predicted random
coil value. The present work finds a new factor. When
the exposed amide is placed on a rigidly structured
segment, its exchange tends to be slower than the random coil expectation by roughly 10-fold (factors of 2to 40-fold measured; Fig. 1). This will exaggerate the
value of DGop when it is calculated as in Eq. (3). In
addition, it may help to explain the range of Pf that is
often seen among multiple residues exposed to
exchange by a given unfolding reaction.

The role of H-bonding
It is often supposed that surface exposed hydrogens
will exchange rapidly. This view is incorrect. For
example, the diverse residues and interactions in
Figure 2 are vicinal to solvent. Non-H-bonded hydrogens exchange at close to the expected free peptide
rate, but immediately neighboring hydrogens that
are protected by H-bonding are highly protected and
exchange more slowly by many orders of magnitude.
We find that the degree of HX protection does not
simply depend on surface exposure, depth of burial,
H-bond strength (length), or H-bond acceptor type
which can be a main chain carbonyl, a side chain, or
even a bound water.12 For each type of acceptor, the
degree of protection covers the entire range of energetics (Fig. 1). The determining parameters appear to
be the difficulty of separating the H-bond in a way
that makes the hydrogen accessible to attack by solvent HX catalyst and the stability of the distributed
interactions that inhibit that perturbation. Any given
hydrogen might exchange by many alternative pathways ranging from small amino acid level distortions
to whole molecule unfolding. The exchange rate
observed is determined by the H-bond breaking
motion that provides the fastest exchange.

Unprotected hydrogens

Protection by water

Following an extended development recently
reviewed by Baldwin,27 the details of the amide
chemical exchange reaction in the absence of structural protection, encoded as kch in Scheme 1, are
now well understood. Amide HX is catalyzed by hydroxide and hydronium ions28–30 in proton transfer
reactions that involve a direct attack on the amide,
formation of a connecting H-bond, equilibration of
the hydrogen between donor and acceptor, and final
separation of the encounter complex.31 Exchange
from a freely exposed amide in random coil structure
depends on parameters that have been accurately
calibrated (pH, temperature, neighboring side
chains, isotope effects) so that HX rates for any
given condition are predictable.21,32 For residues in
unstructured protein regions, agreement with predicted values is found, here and by others.33,34–36

The present results reveal that even H-bonding to
water molecules that are held in place by protein
interactions can block exchange. Replacement of
bound water by hydroxide can be very unfavorable
depending on the interactions involved and the
structural reorganization required.37 HX protection
by bound water can be compared with analogous
protection by protein groups and will not depend on
the frequency of water dissociation, as in Scheme 1
under EX2 conditions.
In previous work, some surface-exposed hydrogens in several proteins were found to be slowed by
up to one billion-fold, and this was attributed to
local electrostatic effects.6 However, the protection
due to defined water molecules seen here raises the
possibility that the slowing observed before might be
due to steric protection by structurally held water
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molecules. When solvent is treated as a continuum
as in the earlier studies,5,6 near-surface structurally
bound waters will not be distinguished from free solvent. An analysis of the earlier examples shows that
the very slow surface hydrogens are often H-bonded
to crystallographically defined water molecules held
in place by protein interactions.12

Unfolding reactions
In earlier HX work, it was proposed38,39 and later
demonstrated40,41 that proteins unfold and refold
repeatedly even under native conditions, and that
the transient global unfolding reaction governs
exchange of the slowest hydrogens in many proteins.42,43 Subsequently, the reversible unfolding of
cooperative subglobal structural units called foldons
was found.16,36,44–52 These most interesting dynamic
entities can be identified and characterized when
they determine measurable HX behavior.
In the present work, cooperative unfolding reactions were recognized by the observation that contiguous sets of hydrogens exchange with the same protection factor (EX2 regime) and even with the same
unfolding and refolding rates (EX1 regime). A major
SN unfolding reaction was detected by the concerted
exchange of residues on one side of the b-barrel and
some near neighbors. These sites are so well protected that they exchange only by way of global
unfolding. Two of the three helices in SN and a
small loop were seen to experience concerted subglobal unfolding reactions. Cooperative subglobal foldon
units have been seen in other proteins, involving
helices, parts of b-structure, loops, and groupings
thereof. These results indicate that the cooperative
unfolding of secondary structural elements represent
common dynamic modes of native proteins.
It can be noted that HX measurements of concerted unfolding reactions may identify only some
fraction of the residues that actually participate in
the unfolding. Direct HX definition of the complete
folding/unfolding unit is limited by the fact that
additional sites, both peripheral and intervening,
and even entire additional segments, may have
exchanged earlier by faster pathways. For example,
all residues participate in the global unfolding but
only those that have resisted exchange through all
faster pathways are actually measured to exchange
by global unfolding.

Local fluctuations
HX by way of unfolding reactions has often been recognized by its sensitivity to increasing concentrations of denaturant which is well known to promote
cooperative unfolding reactions.17 Sensitivity to
other intensive parameters including temperature53
and pressure50 has also been demonstrated.
Residues with HX rates that are insensitive to
low concentrations of denaturant, implying little
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change in exposed surface area during the exchange
reaction, have been said to exchange by way of local
fluctuations. However, the reality of local fluctuations in HX rate determination as opposed to sizeable unfolding reactions has been questioned11,54,55
based on two possible scenarios. One is that HX rate
differences between neighboring residues, which
appear to reflect local fluctuations, may in fact represent an overlap of different unfolding reactions. A
second is that the intrinsic denaturant sensitivity of
given residues may be masked by concomitant denaturant effects elsewhere in the protein.
The present examination of HX in SN provides
the most detailed analysis of local fluctuations to
date. Some individual residues in SN can be seen to
exchange much more rapidly than their sequence
neighbors. These observations limit local fluctuations to only one or a few residues in size and cannot
be explained by any combination of sizeable unfoldings. Secondly, when sufficiently complete HX patterns of many contiguous residues are available, we
find a 1:1 correspondence between multiresidue
unfolding behavior and large denaturant sensitivity
and between local fluctuational exchange behavior
and zero denaturant sensitivity. These results support the reality of local fluctuations and the validity
of denaturant sensitivity to distinguish exchange by
way of unfolding and local fluctuations. A caveat is
that very small unfolding reactions may have little
dependence on denaturant.

HX dynamics and protein function
Protein HX occurs on a relatively long time scale. A
common misunderstanding is that the determining
protein dynamics occurs on a similarly slow time
scale. In fact, an unfolding reaction that occurs for
example once per second can generate HX times of
days [Eq. (1)]. Given Eqs. (1) and (2) and known
reclosing rates, one can calculate opening rates (frequency of occurrence) of these structural reactions.
For local fluctuations, reclosing time has been estimated in one case at <1 lsec19; for unfolding reactions, reclosing times are between 1 lsec and 10
msec.18,47,56–58 Therefore, measured Kop values span
a wide range that includes the ms to s time scale.
The time scale and physical size of these motions
makes them potentially important for the control of
protein interactions and structural transitions.59–62
This entire class of protein dynamics is easily
accessible to measurement by HX. A limited subset
can be also accessed by NMR relaxation dispersion
measurements (Kop  0.01, kop  ms),47 and by long
time molecular dynamics calculations (kop  ms).63
This paper illustrates how the comparison of HX
data with structural context can be used to characterize large and small protein motions and quantify
their equilibrium and kinetic properties. The same
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straightforward approach should be applicable to
proteins quite broadly.

Materials and Methods
Protein preparation
Experiments used a double mutant version of SN
(P117G/H124L) with increased stability, at 10 kcal/
mol for the double mutant compared with 6 kcal/mol
for WT, so that the exchange of most hydrogens is
not dominated by the transient global unfolding.
The SN double mutant was expressed and purified
as described before.13

HX measurement and analysis
NMR HX measurements were collected at 20  C
using a 500 MHz magnet with Varian cold probe.
2 15
H N to 1H15N exchange was measured by 2D
HSQC in real time over the pH range 7.0–9.5 and by
quenched stop flow at pH 9.94 as previously
described.13 Rates were determined by fitting timedependent cross-peak intensity to a single exponential. 1H-1H exchange was measured using the Cleanex-PM pulse sequence33 with mixing times of 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 10, 15, and 20 ms over the pH range 4.9–
11.26 at approximately half pH increments. A modified data analysis that provides increased accuracy
is described in a previous paper.12
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